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Outline
- Cases: Selection of two daylight redirecting components (DRCs)
- Modeling technique: Data-driven BSDF models
- Measurement or computation
- Instrumentation and model generation
- Application of the technique to the cases
- Measured BSDF
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Adaptive resolution (data-reduction 97%),
27×27 initial outgoing directions.
- Data-reduction causes artefacts (a).
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- Data-reduction causes artefacts (a).
- High resolution maintains features,
e.g. ridge between peaks (b).
Effect of resolution, data-reduction for DRC2
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- Data-driven models based on measurements are a general means to model DRCs.
- Data-reduction allows high resolution, is less successful with extended features.
- Interpolation depends on complexity, some DRCs require many measurements.
- Extrapolation is not reliable for the irregular transmission properties of DRCs. This 
limitation may be addressed by combining measurement and computation.
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Thank you for your attention!
For continuously updated results from measurement and modeling activities:
https://blog.hslu.ch/solarcontrol
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